
2019 was a year of growth ,  stretching ,  and added vision for

NewDay Services ;  and our programs served hundreds of families

across North Texas by empowering parents to create safe and

loving homes for their children .  

Recently ,  a graduate of our FOCUS for Mothers program told her

story of how NewDay helped her turn her life around and create

a brighter future for her and her children .  When Elizabeth was

first introduced to FOCUS for Mothers ,  she was was homeless

and living in the woods behind the Marshall Grain building .  After

a failed first attempt to get sober ,  she was given a second

chance to restart her service plan with CPS and was referred to

NewDay .  Elizabeth grasped ahold of the tools given to her in

class and completed her services .  Elizabeth now has full custody

of her children and is working toward her Bachelor 's degree in

Social Work .  Elizabeth truly created a brighter future for her

family ,  THIS is why we do what we do .  Read the full story here .
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2019 was truly a launching pad into the

future .  NewDay is equipped and ready to

empower more mothers and fathers to

create bright futures for their children .

https://www.newdayservices.org/newday-blogs/a-second-chance-taker
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FAMILY SERVICES
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NewDay Chaplains provide pastoral care and
support for families/children in each of these
locations:  
Tarrant County Family Law Center and Tarrant
County Juvenile Justice/Detention Center.

NewDay programs help families by giving them
tools and training to resolve conflict and coach
them towards cooperative parenting. Topics
include: Anger Resolution; Case Mediation; Co-
parenting Skills; Individual Counseling and
Reconciliation.



HEALTHY PARENTING

MENTOR-NAVIGATION
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NewDay works with fathers and mothers to maximize
their influence in the lives of their children.  These
programs help parents gain a better understanding of
their value, relieve tension on their children through
better co-parenting, control themselves in times of
stress, and make better decisions and resolve conflict.
Classes include FOCUS (Families Offering Children
Unfailing Support) for Fathers and Mothers and Nurturing
Fathers.

A Mentor-Navigator is an individual who is dedicated to helping
mothers and fathers advance from their current situation to a
higher level of self-sufficiency. The process includes a variety of
strategies, techniques and resources designed to build on
participants’ strengths and overcome their barriers.  Mentor-
Navigators offer free services that help mothers and fathers reach
their full potential as parents, providers and partners in relation to
the care and well-being of their children.

As a result of mentor-navigation...


